YOUR WEBSITE IS YOUR DEALERSHIP’S FIRST IMPRESSION. MAKE IT A GOOD ONE.

Take control of your virtual showroom and say goodbye to rigid templated sites. With the all new Glovebox platform you are in control.

Truly customizable and built to evolve with you.

We decided not to give Glovebox a new paint job. Instead, we ripped it down to the nuts and bolts, rebuilt the entire engine and gave you the tools to customize, optimize and detail your site as you see fit. It’s time we gave you full control of how your store looks and lives online—because we want you to sell more cars too.
4 REASONS GLOVEBOX WILL MOVE YOUR DEALERSHIP INTO THE FAST LANE

Organize and add pages with an intuitive drag system.
It will let you reorder pages, preview pages, create pages, save your own individual page designs as templates and quickly control where they sit and if they are visible or not. Be in full control of your pages and their content.

Integrated build and price with budgeting.
Let visitors stay on your site to build and price their dream vehicle. Budget setting search options, comparative trim selection, color and package pickers, accessories and applicable incentives all in one tool. And coming soon, additional features that integrate available inventory, build comparisons and much more!

Control vehicle inventory along with your store information across the board.
Use our easily accessible and intuitive operational tools and settings. On the front end for your consumer a wealth of features for vehicle search and up to date information, while you sit comfortable, and confident that you are in full control of every aspect of their experience.

Manage store information, new, used, sold vehicle listings and incentives in one place.
The back end of Glovebox extends well beyond the site builder to help you manage every aspect of your operation.

Features Right Out Of The Box

• Manage all aspects of vehicles (trim, comments, prices)
• Assign a Status to vehicles (Featured, Low Mileage, Just Arrived, Price Reduced)
• Add and Organize Vehicle Photos
• Full-featured Incentive manager
• Push, Pull Inventory to and from any providers
• Premium, Trim-matched photos
• Filterable, Sortable, Search-able inventory tools
• Search Engine friendly Schema markup for vehicles
• Custom lead types and forms

What’s next?
Our CMS suite is full of effective and uncomplicated tools that anyone in your Dealership can use with no technical knowledge. Isn’t it time that you differentiated yourself from the competition.

Learn more at vicimus.com/glovebox
Book a live demo at sales@vicimus.com or call 1-866-503-6354